Abstract: Inductive Search for solving global optimization problems has attracted much attention because it showed the best performance at the First International Contest on Evolutionary Optimisation (1st ICEO). However, the details of this method are not clear. We therefore investigated the details of the method by analyzing codes, and we point out problems and notes of the method. In order to overcome the problems, we propose a modified inductive search by using a deterministic one-dimensional global search. Finally, we evaluate the performance among the original method, our implemented method and that of the proposed method.
Introduction
Continuous global optimization problem: "(P): (global) minimize f (x) ≡ f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) : R n → R under the constraint : x ∈ S ⊂ R n " has been widely formulated as mathematical models and has been applied in many fields. Many methods for solving continuous global optimization problems have been proposed [1, 2] , and these methods are classified into deterministic framework, stochastic framework and heuristic framework. A deterministic framework [3, 4] repeatedly divides a given region into subregions and selects a subregion in which a global optimum is included. These frameworks give a guarantee of successfully finding the global optimum under highly restrictive conditions on objective functions (for example, Lipschitz continuity with a known Lipschitz constant). A stochastic framework [5, 6] involves random sampling or a combination of random sampling and local search [7] . The latter algorithms, called multistart based methods [8] , can find the global optimum with a high degree of accuracy. A heuristic framework e.g., Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Differential Evolution (DE), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), where, the latter four algorithms are called Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) or population-based optimization [9] , has received much attention since the latter half of the 1980s [10, 11] . These methods have been used in many fields. However, most of these methods in this framework have no guarantee of finding a global optimal solution.
Stochastic methods involve random sampling or a combination of random sampling and local search. The latter algorithms, which are called multistart based methods and include the clustering method [8, 12] , Multilevel Single Linkage (MLSL) method [13, 14] , Topographical Global Optimization (TGO) method [15, 16] and hybrid methods of the latter two methods as more advanced methods, enable the global minimum to be found with a high degree of accuracy. However, these methods cannot guarantee convergence to the global minimum and cannot always solve high dimensional problems (in which the number of variables n is large). On the other hand, methods such as SA [10] , GA [11] , PSO [17] , DE [18] and ABC [19] in the heuristic framework have been extensively studied since 1990 and have been used in many fields. However, in most of these approaches, there is no theoretical guarantee of finding a optimal solution.
The searching spaces and computational complexity of the frameworks increase exponentially with increase in the dimensions in the global optimization problem (P). This phenomenon, known as the "curse of dimensionality", led to the abandonment of those search methods in favor of ones using a priori structure (e.g., separability [20] , general convexity, d.c.(difference of convexity) and low rank nonconvexity [21] ) of problem (P).
Inductive search was proposed [22] at "the 1st international contest on evolutionary optimisation (1st ICEO)" and the search achieved the best results in that contest [23] . However, since details of the method were not clear, the method has not attracted much attention recently [24] .
The first purpose of this paper is to introduce and implement the original inductive search. The second purpose is to reconstruct a modified inductive search using our univariate global search [20] and to show convergence of the modified inductive search.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A formulation and assumptions of the problem are given in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the details of the original inductive search and our implementation of inductive search are given. An algorithm for a modified inductive search using a one-dimensional global search is shown in Sect. 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.
Preliminaries

Problem formulation and assumptions
A global optimization problem that minimizes (min.) an objective function f : R n → R subject to (s.t.) bound constrains D n ⊂ R n is formulated as follows:
In this problem, we assume that the objective function f is a Morse function [29, 30] , that is, i) f is 2nd continuous differentiable, and ii) at critical point x c (s.t. ∇f (x c ) = 0), its Hessian matrix ∇ 2 f (x c ) is non-singular as follows:
Classification, properties and definition of multivariate objective function
Based on the assumption for the problem (P n ) with the function f of n-variables, the following three properties hold [29, 30] . 
Properties and definition of univariate objective function
In the problem (P n ), if an objective function f : R → R is univariate, then the problem can be formulated as follows.
In this problem, if f is continuous, then the following property holds around each local minimum 
We assume f is a Morse function, and we can define the following unimodal region Ru(x * ) around local minimum x * from the above property.
Definition 3 Unimodal region
including only the local minimum x * is formulated as follows:
Convex region Rc(x * ) and unimodal region Ru(x * ) around local minimum x * are shown in Fig. 1 .
Inductive Search
Inductive search was proposed by Bilchev in the 1st ICEO. In order to prevent an exponential increase in the computational time and space complexity without some priori structures (e.g. , separability, general convexity, d.c. (difference of convexity) and low rank nonconvexity), the method iteratively solves the sub-problem of nv-variables by increasing the search dimension nv by one (nv= 1, 2, . . . , n) and searches using a line search along the current variable x nv and a local search of nv-variables in each sub-problem. Moreover, inductive search achieved the best results in that contest (For example, the total number of function evaluations of the method was 1,543 and the mean total number of function evaluations in the other seven methods was 10,171,339, and the mean success rate of the method for finding solutions was 100%, while the mean success rate of the other seven methods for finding solutions was 51%.) [23] .
However, Bilchev's paper [22] on inductive search is very short, and the details of this searching method were not clear. Neumaier asked Bilchev about the details of the inductive search, and Bilchev showed the details with C and C++ codes of the algorithm [1, 3) ]. In this section, we show and analyze more simplified codes of C and C++ with preservation of logical structure of the Inductive Search algorithm in 3.1, we point out problems of the implemented codes of the algorithm, and our implementation of the inductive search are given.
Idea of inductive search
The most novel idea of the method is to solve a sub-problem (P nv ) (nv = 1, 2, . . . , n) inductively by increasing the number of variables (dimensions) nv as follows:
The pseudo-C++ implementation of the overall structure of the idea is shown in Fig. 2 . In the 9th line in the above code, the argument: nv of oracle(nv) denotes the number of dimensions on procedure oracle, and nv increases by 1 until n. For a problem, this is easy to achieve even by still treating them as black boxes, because the test function is defined in terms of two parameters, the number of dimensions and a vector of the input variables:
At a later stage, i.e., when solving the sub-problem (
nv ", the oracle can "update" a previous answer (solution): (x * * 1 ,x * * 2 , . . . ,x * * nv−1 ) by changing the values of x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x nv−1 and adding new variables : x nv . This is necessary because when the oracle solves f (x 1 , . . . , x nv−1 ), it has no knowledge of how this function will be updated to f (x 1 , . . . , x nv ).
The number of dimensions : nv in the 8th line in Fig. 2 is incremented by 1 until n. L in the 3rd line and U in the 4th line in Fig. 3 correspond to lower bound L i and upper bound U i (i = 1, . . . , n) of constraints in the problem: (P n ), respectively.
nv ) of the problem (P nv ) are inductively increased as follows.
Implementation of inductive search
In Fig. 2 , the 5th line is the include file : "t1.c" of the Sphere problem, and the 6th line is the include file : "t2.c" of the Griewank problem respectively. Codes of both files are shown in Fig. 3 . If such an oracle is easy to construct and implement, then the global optimization procedure would become trivial. However, it is usually hard to decide how to define the oracle procedure. Bilchev [22] proposed a simple version of oracle that obtained very good results in the 1st ICEO test problems [23] . The pseudo-C++ implementation of the basic algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 .
In this code, the 5th, 7th, 10th, 17-19th and 21-23th lines are services of LEDA [25] . If STP C = 0, then the 11th line is equivalent to "ax=L; cx=U; bx=(L+U)/2;" from the 4th to 6th lines. In this case, these LEDA steps are unnecessary. Otherwise (STP C > 0), set the item with maximal width of intervals to S, delete the item and set information of S to I in 10th, then set "ax=I.L; cx=I.U; bx=(L+U)/2;" in 11th line. oracle(..) consists of two main steps: S1) Global learning (global search), which is a search for a better solution:xmin at the nv-th dimension (coordinate) than the previous best solution(s) by executing (STP_C+1)-times one-dimensional local searches:brent(..);
S2)
Local learning (local search) [26] , which is an nv-(sub) dimensional local search:local_learn(..).
In this implementation, the global learning is a series of calling Brent's local optimizer routine: brent(..) that combine the gold section method and quadratic interpolation [27] . The external specification of the brent routine is shown in Fig. 5 (left) [28] . In this specification, (*f1v)(float) is a routine for computing the function value of one variable. ax, bx and cx are 3 neighboring points such that at least one local minimum x * * is included in the interval [ax,cx] . In this case, the following condition holds among function values at the three neighboring points:
At the first iteration, these three points are set to ax=L, cx=U and bx=(ax+bx)/2 (see 4th line in the code). The routine brent(..) is completed, and the local minimum: xmin and its function value: fmin are returned in the 12th line. C-code file : "f1v.c" of C-function : float (*f1v)(float) is shown in Fig. 5 (right) . The local learning routine: local_learn in the 30th line in Fig. 4 is implemented as dynamic hill climbing [26] .
The external specification of local_learn routine is shown in Fig. 6 (left) . The above specification, (*fl)(float *x) is a function of nv-variables, and x is the starting point obtained by the brent(·)-routine and the previous oracle(·)-routine. The C-code file : "fl.c" of Cexternal function : float (*fl)(float *x) is shown in Fig. 6 (right) . local_learn(·) routine finds a local optimum by hybrid algorithm using genetic algorithms, hill climbing and conjugate gradient methods [26] . Initial step size is set to 1.0 and tolerance is set to 10 −4 .
From the above discussion, updating solutions : x 2 ) , . . . , (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) of the inductive search process can be shown more detailed than Eq. (9), as follows.
where "x * *
Problems and notes of the original inductive search
Since the inductive search has not been followed, pseudo-codes are difficult to implement for the following reasons.
(1) These codes use many global constants (e.g., STP_C, LEARN, L and U) and variables (e.g., nv and "#include "rand.c"", but no random number routine is used in the other codes. Thus, the method becomes a deterministic framework because of not using a random number generator in the local_learn(..) procedure.
Modified Inductive Search
One-dimensional global search algorithm
Since a one-dimensional global search method [31] was commonly used in our proposed methods [20] , we describe the algorithm of the method as a preliminary. 
GL2. [Find three neighboring points and function values s.t. these two end points bracketing
a local minimum, and add these points and function values to the candidate set] for j = 2 to N do
; // Evaluate a point and its function value.
// Add 3 points to the candidate set: In a one-dimensional global search Go 1DimSrch (·), the following property holds [20] . 
Propety 4 Let the lower unimodal region of the global minimum
x * * of (P 1 ) be Ru(x * * ) ≡ [a u , b u ]. Then, if h ≤ 1/2 · min{ x * * − a u , b u − x * * } holds the algorithm Go 1DimSearch(·) always brakets the global minimum x * * of problem (P 1 ) [31]. For all local minima x * i ∈ [L, U ] (i = 1, . . . M), let the lower convex region of each local mimimum x * i be Rc(x * i ) ≡ [a ci , b ci ]. Then, if h ≤ 1/2 · min i∈[1,M ] { x * i − a ci , b ci − x * i } holds
Modified inductive search algorithm
An algorithm can be constructed by replacing global learning in the original inductive search with one-dimensional-global optimizer [20] and by replacing local learning with an n-dimensional local optimizer.
The algorithm finds the global minimumx * * and its function valuef * * for an objective function
for a given step size h and tolerance TOL. The steps of the algorithm are as follows.
nv to an empty dimension. for nv = 1 to n do G2. [Apply one-dimensional global search of the nv-th variable]
(f * *
G3. [Apply local search to an objective function f nv of nv variables]
Apply local minimizer:LoM in(·) to the starting pointx * * nv and its function valuef * *
Comparison of the inductive search and our modified inductive search
We show comparison w.r.t. the number of calling procedure of the inductive search and our modified inductive search (M) is shown in Table I . (O)/(M) calling procedures the number of calling (O) oracle(..) (see Fig. 1 )
brent(..) (see Fig. 4 or Fig. 8 )
From the above table, in the inductive search, the number (or Order : O(·)) of calling a onedimensional local seach brent(..) is n·(STP C+1) (i.e., O(n)) and that of calling an n-dimensional local search local learn (..) is n·LEARN, (LEARN=0 or 1) (i.e., O(n) ). On the other hand, in the modified inductive search, the number (or Order : O(·)) of calling s one-dimensional local search Go 1DimSrch(..) is n (i.e., O(n)) and that of calling a n-dimensional local search LoM in (..) is 1 (i.e. O(1) ). From these facts, we can see that both search methods can avoid an exponential increase in computational time.
The minimum number of univariate function evaluations: f1v in the brent(..) routine becomes five 1 for quadratic objective functions. Thus, in the case where STP_C=0, LEARN=0 and for quadratic objective function, inductive search (Replace: "both inductive searches") takes the following minimum number of function evaluations N f :
Numerical Examples
Benchmark problems of 1st ICEO [23]
The following five problems with two cases of dimensions (n = 5, 10) at the 1st ICEO are presented with two-dimensional figures. In these problems, x * * denotes the global minimum and f * * denotes its function value.
(1) Sphere (unimodal, separable):
(2) Griewank (multimodal with convex skeleton, non-separable):
, 600] n ; s = 100, n = 5, 10,
(3) Shekel (multimodal, non-separable): 
Implementation
The inductive search that include some steps supported by LEDA used in oracle(..) and its modified search are implemented in C language (MinGW gcc 3.4.5). All numerical experiments for which results are shown in this paper were carried on an Lenovo note PC Think Pad X250 (2.6GHz Intel Core i7-5600). Setting parameters of inductive searches for five test problems are shown in Table II . (nv=1,2,. . . ,n) in 3.2, global learning becomes a local search in the case where STP_C = 0. From sect. 4.3, the number of callings brent(..) is n in this case.
Comparison of inductive searches and other methods
A comparison of the number of callings in the original inductive searches and the number of callings in other methods is shown in Table III . We can see that the number of callings for both inductive searches are much smaller than those of 7 other methods.
Results for original inductive search in ICEO and our implemented inductive search
Benchmark results of the original inductive search in the 1st ICEO [23] and our inductive search are shown in Table IV . The original inductive search finds global minima for all ten problems, but our implemented inductive search cannot find global minima for five problems.
Since Griewank's problem is a multimodal function, but the parameters STP_C = 0 and LEARN = 0 (i.e., global and local learning of an inductive search is not valid.), our implemented search fails to find the global minimum x * * = (1, . . . , 1). On the other hand, original code "t2.c"(see Fig. 2 ) of Griewank's problem set s = 0, and the original search oracle(..) can find the global minimum xmin = 0 because bx=(L+U)/2 = 0.
Results of inductive search and modified inductive search
The result between our implemented inductive search and the modified inductive search are shown Table V . The number of function evaluations of an implemented inductive search for Sphere and Griwank functions is very small because the parameters of Sphere and Griewank functions are set to STP_C = 0 (only one call brent(..) and LEARN = 0 (i.e., global and local learning of an inductive search is not valid).
Our modified inductive search finds better minima for six problems and with a smaller number of function evaluations for six problems than does the implemented inductive search.
Since global minima x * * of the latter six problems have been unknown in the 1st ICEO and other benchmark sites, the obtained global minimax * * and its function values:f * * by our modified inductive search are shown Table VI . 
Conclusion
In this paper, mathematical formulation and mathematical structure (convex region and unimodal region) were shown as preliminaries. Next, we showed Bilchev's inductive search algorithm as in more detail C-code or C++-code programs. We propose an algorithm of a modified inductive search using a one-dimensional global search, and we evaluated the algorithm. Moreover, the one-dimensional global search by our modified method has a theoretical guarantee that the method can find a global minimum. Numerical examples show that our modified method can reliably find a global minimum.
